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To our friends and community, 

Spring is here and so is the opportunity to flourish this unique perfectly

imperfect being that you already are! 

Connecting to the heart is to live heart-centred, from the inside-out, being it the

gateway into the infinite Universe of love that resides within you and that

encompasses your being and everyone else's into Oneness.

Jeremy Lent expresses in his book The Web of Meaning that we tend to think

that the worldview we hold is the real world, instead of realising that it is a lens

that we have created that defines our way of thinking and the ideas we bear

into specific "preconditioned patterns". 

We all have been raised with beliefs and patterns that not necessarily belong to

us, but that we have made ours. This perception of the world comes from the

outside, it is not defined by who you truly are.  

Existence goes beyond body and mind. Only through the heart-mind

connection, and not the other way around, the mind becomes the tool for you to

continue growing. The power of the heart, the power of love, is what guides

everything in you, and outside of you, through you.   

Love is an innate connection to the universe through a limitless feeling that

pours outwards to the world from your heart to each cell of your body through

who you are and what you do. 

I have discovered the power of the heart through the experiences that life has

gifted me with, that I have intentionally explored and experienced via PiMOV,

and that we have practiced in togetherness to deepen the individual intuitive

knowing and interconnectedness with others.

Everything is possible when living from the inside-out, through uniqueness and

co-creation, an amazing opportunity to continue growing in the awareness

of your limitless potential and Oneness.

Practice connecting to the heart to be the Socially-Conscious Leader that you

already are!

With lots of love and gratitude,

Jeannette & your PiMOV Family

#powerofbeing #togetherwearelimitless 

🦋

♾

Dare to be who you are and to create what you love

In these difficult times, we need more and more to be our own Leaders who
through our uniqueness, in love, in respect, and in togetherness, co-create a
Socially-Conscious world. [Click on image to read more]

Society needs you!

The more you open your perception, the more you love, value and respect

yourself, everything and everyone else, and the more you know that you do not

know anything.

"The only true wisdom is in knowing you know nothing" ~ Socrates

You are an endless bucket of lessons, growing and expanding in this infinite

"Universe of Oneness". As per the HeartMath Institute, the heart plays a key

aspect in the coherence between the mind and heart. This heart-mind

connection is what we at PiMOV explore and experience when getting together:

The mind exists to serve you, and not for you to serve it.

We willingly and consciously move into the heart to practice this state of being:

Love. This love is what unites us. This love is what melts you and us into the

infinite universe that is part of who you are and who we are. This love is what

highlights your values, your perception, your being, and your connection to

everyone and everything else.

You and us are in this together, because we are creating our lives and co-

creating this world by living from the heart.

This is part of the Path of Socially-Conscious Leadership →

Join us in co-creation! 

Connect, co-create and grow for a better future

Certainly, being a Socially-Conscious Leader is new for me, too. It's not that I

thought for myself to be a Leader. But what I've learned through PiMOV is that

everyone is a Socially-Conscious Leader when being in freedom to be who you

are and to create what you love.

This is an article I wrote to inspire you to be the Socially-Conscious Leader that
you already are, anywhere and at any time! 
[Click on image to read more]

Listen to our podcasts, in which we share with you conversations and insights

around Socially-Conscious Leadership by daring to be who we are in freedom

and in love, and by exploring, experiencing and practicing the power of being

and the power of co-creation: Together we are limitless!

Upcoming Events. Join us!

Our events are created by our members for you to grow the Socially-Conscious

Leader that you are, because everyone is a Leader when in freedom to be who

you are and to create what you love!

Join us! Looking forward to seeing you!

Hosted by Jeannette Meier

📍

Reserve your seat! Use active promo codes for discount. Original price is 11€.
Date: Thursday, April 21st at 7pm CET

Did you like what you read? 

Join us today!

If you think someone can benefit from this newsletter, please share this link. A
small act of kindness today can bring a big amount of kindness
tomorrow. Consider making a donation, buy one of our NFTs for Good, or visit
our Etsy shop for amazing digital printable for Positive iMPACT. We are building
a fund for people who cannot afford a membership. 

Thanks to @unsplash and @pixabay for the beautiful pics
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